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Abstract—Cloud Computing refers to applications delivered as services over the internet, and the datacenters that provide those services with hardware and systems software. These were earlier referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS). Scheduling is justified by job components (called tasks), lack of information. In fact, in a large fraction of jobs from machine learning, bio-computing, and image processing domains, it is possible to estimate the maximum time required for a task in the job. This study focuses on Trust based scheduling to improve cloud security by modifying Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) algorithm. It also proposes TR-HEFT (Trust Reputation HEFT) which is then compared to Dynamic Load Scheduling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing enables ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network, access a shared pool of configurable computing resources (networks, storage, servers, applications, and services). The resources are rapidly provisioned and released with minimum management effort or service provider interaction [1]. Various scheduling algorithms exist in cloud computing in a distributed computing system. Most can be applied in a cloud environment with verifications. The job scheduling algorithm’s advantage is achieving high-performance computing and best system throughput. Traditional job scheduling algorithms cannot ensure scheduling in cloud environments. According to a simple classification, job scheduling algorithms in cloud computing are categorized into two groups; Batch Mode Heuristic scheduling Algorithms (BMHA) and online mode heuristic algorithms. In BMHA, jobs are queued and collected in a set when they arrive in the system. The scheduling algorithm starts after a fixed period of time. BMHA based algorithms are Round Robin (RR) scheduling algorithm, First Come First Served (FCFS) scheduling algorithm, Min–Min algorithm and Max–Min algorithm. Jobs are scheduled when they arrive in the system [2] by on-line mode heuristic scheduling algorithms

Scheduling in cloud is generalized into 3 stages namely [3]

1) Resource discovering and filtering - Datacenter Broker discovers resources in a network system and collects status information about them.
2) Resource selection - Based on certain parameters of task and resource, target resource is selected. This is deciding stage.
3) Task submission - Task submitted to selected resource.

Security issues for cloud computing arise as it encompasses many technologies including databases, networks, operating systems, resource scheduling, virtualization, transaction management, load balancing, concurrency control and memory management. Security issues for many systems and technologies are applicable to cloud computing. The network that interconnects systems in a cloud must be secure [4].

Data Issues
Sensitive cloud computing data emerges as a major issue regarding security in cloud-based systems.

Secrecy Issues
A cloud computing service provider must ensure that customer’s personal information is safe from other providers, customers, and users. As most servers are external, a cloud service provider should know who is accessing data and who maintains the server so that the provider protects a customer’s personal information.

Infected Application
Cloud computing service provider should have total access to the server with all rights for monitoring and maintenance. This prevents a malicious user from uploading infected application onto a cloud which severely affects both customer and cloud computing service.

Security Issues
Cloud computing security must be at two levels. One is at the provider level, and the other is at user level. A cloud computing service provider should ensure that the server is secured from external threats it comes across [5].

Trust is a complex concept which has no universally accepted definition. “Trust is a psychological state, comprising of an intention to accept vulnerability, based on positive expectations of the intentions or behavior of another.” [6] Trust establishes and maintains relationship between two entities for a long time. Applying trust models to scheduling lowers failure ratio and reassigning in cloud environments. Combining communication trust and data trust ensures a component or resource or service’s overall trust while scheduling. Bayesian fusion algorithm computes overall resources trust [7]. Data trust decide resources list to calculate trust and threshold levels to separate trusty and untrustworthy nodes. Communication trust is calculated on client’s bandwidth availability and resource centers. Bayesian model
is used for fusion of data and communication trusts [8].

Scheduling problem for workflow applications was formulated by [17] with trust constraints and a novel scheduling algorithm based on trust was presented. Results illustrated that the new heuristic scheduling algorithm was better than traditional algorithms for scheduling application workflows.

A trust into workflow’s QoS target was presented by [18] which proposed a new customizable cloud workflow scheduling model. They introduced trust mechanism into multi-workflow scheduling and single workflow scheduling levels. Experiments showed that the new schema achieved relatively high execution success rate and user satisfaction compared to other solutions.

A new Bayesian method based cognitive trust model was proposed by [19]. They also proposed a trust Dynamic Level Scheduling (DLS) algorithm called Cloud-DLS by integrating the existing DLS algorithm. A benchmark is made to span a range of Cloud computing characteristics for its evaluation. Theoretical analysis and simulations proved that Cloud-DLS algorithm meets Cloud computing workloads requirement in trust.

The issue of trust management in multi-cloud environments based on a set of distributed Trust Service Providers (TSPs) was addressed by [20]. TSPs are distributed over clouds and elicit raw trust evidence from various sources and formats. Experiments showed that the new framework was effective and relatively stable, in differentiating between trustworthy and untrustworthy CSPs in multi-cloud environments.

An overview of literature and a comparative analysis of SLA monitoring regarding trust maintenance in cloud computing was presented by [21]. Maintaining trust in cloud computing is a challenge due to its dynamic nature and trust fragility. Trust is established through successful transactions and meeting all SLA parameters between two interacting parties.

A model on a statistical property based on reliability and reputation combined with a “trust” based design was presented by [22]. This algorithm handles QoS and is better than the current model. This paper proposes a near-optimal CQR based scheduling policy and minimum energy heuristics to locate a trust based Cloud character probability model that exploits heterogeneity over multiple data centers for a Cloud provider.

The cloud’s open, distributed, and dynamic nature posing challenges for trust establishment between entities was presented by [23]. In such applications, the consumer usually knows little about trust or the service provider’s reliability. A novel trust and reputation management system for cloud computing and WSNs integration was proposed by [24]. Considering Cloud Service Users (CSUs) and Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) attribute requirement and the cost, trust and reputation of CSP service and Sensor Network Providers (SNP), the new system achieves 2 goals: 1) calculating and managing trust and reputation regarding CSP and SNP service; 2) helping CSU choose CSP and assisting CSP in choosing SNP.

A trust mechanism-based task scheduling model for cloud computing was proposed by [25]. Referring to social persons...
trust relationship models, trust relationship is built among computing nodes and nodes trustworthiness is evaluated using the Bayesian cognitive method. Integrating nodes trustworthiness into a DLS algorithm, it proposes the trust DLS algorithm for cloud computing.

Abbad and Alawan [26] focused to identify the related challenges for establishing trust in a Cloud, and then proposing a foundation framework which addresses the identified challenges. This paper focuses on IaaS Cloud type and organizations as Cloud users.

Trust models that are proposed or implemented in Distributed and Grid environment was presented by [27] as to whether they fully fit cloud computing environments. A suitable trust model is proposed based on an existing model that suits trust value management for cloud IaaS parameters. A scheduling algorithm that further enhances QoS provided to users is also proposed.

III. METHODOLOGY

Scheduling is a set of policies to control the order of work performed by a cloud. Cloud environment scheduling policies vary depending on the cloud’s deployment model. Scheduling manages availability of cloud and resource grid, and good scheduling policy ensures maximum resource use. Job scheduling is a major activity in computing environments.

Cloud computing has tremendous capabilities and to use limitless capabilities well, efficient scheduling algorithms are needed, as cloud computing is an upcoming technology. Scheduling strategy is the key to cloud computing [28]. A cloud scheduling process is summarized in 3 stages:

1. Resource discovery and filtering: Network system resources are discovered, and information about them is collected.
2. Resource selection: Target resource is selected based on task and resource parameters.
3. Task submission: Task to be executed is submitted to selected resource.

Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) does not consider estimates of one task for locally optimal decisions but looks ahead in the schedule and considers information that affects the task’s children by the decisions made. It is represented as a directed acyclic graph, on a bounded number of heterogeneous machines. Many different options for computing HEFT weights are considered. A weight is allocated to each node and graph edge, based on average computation and communication in HEFT. The graph at that point traverses upwards, and each node is assigned a rank value. Tasks are then scheduled, in order of rank value, on a machine with earliest finish time.

HEFT is an application scheduling algorithm for a bounded number of heterogeneous processors. It first constructs a priority tasks list and then makes locally optimal allocation decisions for each task based on a task’s estimated finish time. Efficient scheduling aims to map tasks to the core processors and execution order is set so that task precedence requirements are satisfied with a minimum schedule length. HEFT algorithm is an effective solution for DAG scheduling problem on heterogeneous systems due to its robust performance, low running time, and ability to ensure stable performance over various graph structures. The algorithm’s limitation is that it uses static approaches to a mapping problem that assume static conditions for a period of time. Also, in complex situations it fails to find optimal scheduling [29].

HEFT algorithm first calculates average execution time for a task and average communication time between two successive tasks resources. Let time \( (T_i, r) \) be execution time of task \( T_i \) on resource \( r \) and let \( R_i \) be the set of available resources to process \( T_i \). Average execution time of task \( T_i \) is defined as

\[
\bar{o_i} = \frac{\sum_{r \in R_i} \text{time} (T_i, r)}{|R_i|}
\]

Let time \( (e_{ij}, r, r_j) \) be data transfer time between resources \( r \) and \( r_j \) which process tasks \( T_i \) and \( T_j \) respectively. Let \( R_i \) and \( R_j \) be the set of available resources to process \( T_i \) and \( T_j \) respectively. Average transmission time \( T_i \) to \( T_j \) is defined by:

\[
\bar{c_{ij}} = \frac{\sum_{r \in R_i, r_j \in R_j} \text{time} (e_{ij}, r, r_j)}{|R_i| |R_j|}
\]

Then tasks in a workflow based on a rank function are ordered in HEFT. For an exit task \( T_o \), its rank value is:

\[
\text{rank} (T_o) = \bar{o_o}
\]

Rank values of other tasks are computed as:

\[
(T_i) = \bar{o_i} + \max_{j \in \text{successor}(i)} \left( \bar{c_{ij}} + \text{rank} (T_j) \right)
\]

where, \( \text{successor}(T_i) \) is a set of immediate successors to task \( T_i \). The algorithm then sorts a task by decreasing order of rank values. A task with higher rank value gets higher priority. In resource selection phase, tasks are scheduled according to priorities and a task is assigned to a resource that finishes it at the earliest [30].

**HEFT algorithm**

1. compute average execution time for a task \( t \in \Gamma \) according to (1)
2. compute average data transfer time between tasks and successors according to (2)
3. compute rank value for a task according to (3) and (4)
4. sort tasks in a scheduling list \( Q \) by decreasing order of task rank value
5. while \( Q \) is not empty do
6. \( t \leftarrow \) remove first task from \( Q \)
7. \( r \leftarrow \) find a resource which completes \( t \) at earliest
8. schedule \( t \) to \( r \)
9. end while

Dynamic Level Scheduling (DLS) algorithm is a compile time, static list scheduling heuristic to allocate a DAG-structure application to a set of heterogeneous machines to reduce application execution time [31], [32]. At every scheduling step, the DLS algorithm chooses a next task to...
schedule and on which machine the task is to be executed by finding the ready task and machine pair with the highest dynamic level. A task machine’s dynamic level, \( (v_i, m_j) \) is defined as

\[
DL(v_i, m_j) = SL(v_i) - \max \{t_{i,j}^r, t_{i,j}^m\} + \Delta(v_i, m_j)
\]

(5)

where \( SL(v_i) \) is called static level of a task, \( \{t_{i,j}^r, t_{i,j}^m\} \) is time when task \( v_i \) can begin execution on machine \( m_j \), and \( t_{i,j}^m \) denotes a time when machine \( m_j \) is available for task execution, \( v_i \cdot \Delta(v_i, m_j) = t_{i,j}^e \) reflects computing performance of a machine, \( t_{i,j}^e \) denotes execution time of task \( v_i \) on all free machines, and \( t_{i,j}^e \) denotes execution time of task \( v_i \) on machine \( m_j \).

When making a decision to schedule, DLS algorithm considers heterogeneous machines, which adapt resources heterogeneous characteristics in a Cloud environment, but it neglects resource nodes trustworthiness in a Cloud system. When a task is scheduled to be executed on a machine, nodes trustworthiness reflects the reliability of the service it supplies. To offset this, a trust-DLS algorithm in Cloud environment (Cloud-DLS) is developed, and trust dynamic level is defined as:

\[
TDL(v_i, n_j) = T_S(v_i, n_j) \cdot (SL(v_i) \cdot \max \{t_{i,j}^r, t_{i,j}^m\} + \Delta(v_i, n_j))
\]

(6)

where \( T_S(v_i, n_j) \) is trustworthiness evaluation of \( n_j \) when \( v_i \) is scheduled by \( n_j \) on \( n_i \), equal to \( \hat{\theta} \) discussed above. \( \alpha_i \) is a QoS factor of \( v_i \), satisfying \( 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq 1 \) and \( \sum \alpha_i = 1 \). To one task machine pair \( (v_i, n_j) \), when \( \alpha_i \) is increased, it means requirements of task \( v_i \) in trust is increased and scheduling priority lowered accordingly. Thus, the algorithm is scalable and meets different QoS requirements. By adjusting \( \alpha_i \), users’ different trust requirements are satisfied.

Trusted DLS algorithm is implemented as middleware to plug into a Cloud system, by which tasks are executed on trust nodes efficiently. On one hand, the failure task execution ratio is reduced; on the other, data executive environment security is improved. This provides a basic integrated framework based on Cloud-DLS (Fig. 1). This framework has 4 tiers: the first is the resource and infrastructure tier including network, cluster or Cloud computing infrastructure, the second is the basic middleware for Cloud computing, the third is the trustworthy scheduler; and the last is the client. Schedule Advisor in a trustworthy scheduler is developed based on Cloud-DLS, and a Trust Model is based on a Bayesian trust evaluation model.

In a trust scheduling based system, the process of task submission and execution is as follows: (1) tasks are submitted to a task queue; (2) task scheduler fetches tasks from the queue and communicates with a schedule advisor; (3) schedule advisor communicates with a trust model; (4) the trust model analyzes local transactions, communicates with a trust middleware, gets detailed trust resource information of tasks and transfers it to a task scheduler; (5) then executes the task on a most trustworthy Cloud resource node.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Simulations are carried out using 10 VM and variable number of jobs with computing power of 500 to 1500 MIPS. The makespan results of proposed Trust HEFT are compared with the HEFT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of jobs</th>
<th>HEFT</th>
<th>Proposed Trust HEFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>1373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>1817</td>
<td>1780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>2324</td>
<td>2265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>2862</td>
<td>2793</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed HEFT takes less time than compared with the normal HEFT algorithm. When the number of jobs is 50, the proposed HEFT decreased by 2.459% when compared to HEFT. When the number of jobs is 300, the proposed HEFT decreased by 2.44% when compared to HEFT.
V. CONCLUSION

Cloud computing ensures ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources. Trust establishes and maintains relationship between two entities for a long time. Applying trust models to scheduling lowers failure ratio and reassigning in cloud environments. This study focused on Trust based scheduling to improve cloud security by modifying the HEFT algorithm and by proposing a Trust reputation HEFT. Results show that the new Trust HEFT algorithm is time efficient compared to the normal HEFT algorithm.
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